Czech for Foreigners

Lector: Alice Felkelová, felkel@nbox.troja.mff.cuni.cz

The Department of Language Education offers three levels of Czech for Foreigners. A credit can be assigned for each of the following courses:

1. **Beginners** – course aimed at those who are still relatively new to the Czech environment and language and who have gone through the winter semester course. Students will continue learning to use basic phrases and understand elementary grammar to be able to have basic conversation.
   **Study material**: Holá, Bořilová. Čeština Expres 1, lessons 4 – 7 (Family, Meetings – time expressions, Famous Czechs – past tense, Holiday).
   Study code: NJAZ098
   Time and place: Tu 10.40 V107JAZ

2. **Pre-Intermediate** – course for those who can have a basic conversation in Czech and want to develop their skills further. New students welcome (also last semester Slavic beginners who feel they can cover the material for beginners on their own).
   **Study material** depends on the level of students, mostly copies from various sources.
   Study code: NJAZ100
   Time and place: Tu 9.00 V107JAZ

3. **Upper-Intermediate** – conversation held purely in Czech, intended for those who can speak fluently and need more clarification of certain grammatical features (especially noun endings) and more practice in spoken and written form of the language.
   **Study material**: compilation from various sources, tailored for the coming students and their needs.
   Study code: NJAZ102
   Time and place: Tu 13.10 V107JAZ

**Requirements:**
Regular attendance
Active class participation
Completion of given tasks (quizzes, HWs, essay, oral presentation, final evaluation)

**Note for Slavic speakers – beginners:** You are welcome to combine the course for beginners and pre-intermediate students or move to the pre-intermediate level. Consultation with the lector necessary (in the first lesson).
**Note for complete beginners:** There is no complete beginners course in the semester, however, if you have just arrived, you can contact the lector and consult further possibilities.